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1 Introduction 

The problem of reliable face recognition is of importance and widely explored by various 
techniques (see, for example [l, 2, 3, 4]). _The complexity of this problem leads to very 
sophisticated hierarchical algorithms. However for some simplier cases, as for frontal view 
face recognition systems, faster and less complex approaches should be developed. Neural 
networks (NN) and multilayer perceptrons (MLP), in particular, are very fast means for 
classifications of complex objects. However MLPs demand a prior procedure of training 
[5], which is usually realized by the error back propagation (EBP) algorithm and can 
appeare very time consuming. Besides due to tremendous volumes of data after a single 
face image digitalization they could not be used as a direct input for MLP. Therefore 
reports about MLP applications for the frontal face recognition [4] suppose considerable 
face data preprocessing. 

In the given talk a new type of neural networks is proposed. We name them the metric 
NN. They are suitable for direct handling of digitized images and need much less time for 
training than ordinary multilayer perceptrons with EBP algorithm. Examples of efficient 
applications to recognizing of human faces and hand-written letters are given. 

2 Problem formulation 

Neural network is considered as a mean for the fast recognition of any of a substantial 
group of human faces. The only frontal views of face .images are considered further, 
which are digitized (by a video-camera, for instance) and stored as 2D raster. It was 
found that in the majority of cases a raster with not less than 80x100 pixels of 8-bit grey 
level is efficient to distinguish individual features of a person._ To obtain a reliable level 
of recognizability the NN must be trained before on a training sample of digitized face 
images of all persons to be recognized. After training NN must adequately recognize any 
of faces from the sample and undoubtly indicate any case of a "strange" face. Network 
must function in real circumstances when a person can slightly vary its pose, have a minor 
changes of the face expression, hair-dressing, make-ups, be unshaven etc. 
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Such the reliability and robustness requirements can be accomplished by including 
into the training sample more than one face image (up to 10) of the same person. 

Next we will study how much the conventional MLP can satisfy such the requirements 

and what can be modified to fulfil them. 

3 Multilayer perceptron and its training problem 

A scheme of MLP is shown in Fig.I 

Figur~ 1: Scheme of a conventional feedforward three-layer neural network scheme. 

A neuron is the basic element of any artificial neural network (ANN). It works as: 

h ~ (1) 
j = L..,W:J<Xk, (1) 

k 

where xk are input signals, w~l are the weights of synaptic connections between neurons of 
i and i + 1 layers. The output signal of the j-th neuron is Yi = g(h; ), where the activation 
function g( x) is either a threshold function, or a sigmoid type function, like 

1 
g(x) = 1 + e-x· 

In the case of a threshold function and, say two classes, the perceptron attributs the 
vector x; to the first class, if "E; wl]lh; ~ 0 , or to the second class, otherwise. 

Such a scheme admits the following geometric interpretation:(see Fig.2a): The hyper

plane given by equation Lk wl]lh; = 0, divides the space on two halfspaces corresponding 

to classes in ·question. 
If the number of classes is more than two, then several dividing hyperplanes will be 

defined during the training process. 
For the input vector of the classified features .X; MLP brings in correspondence an 

output vector Y;. The transformation X; => Y; is completely described by the matrix of 
synaptic weights to be found as a solution of any concrete problem. 
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Let us have some training sample as a set of pairs of vectors {{.X}m>}, { z}m)} }. The 
MLP training is accomplished by minimization of so-called energy function 

£ = L 1:(}~(m) - zJm>)2 
=} min 

m i 

by weights w~) as minimization parameters. Such the EBP method is usually realized by 

the gradient descent method. 
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Figure 2: a)An example of classifying into three overlapped classes by an ordinary l\lLP. 
b )Classifying of different feature vectors from the previous example into three classes by 

the metric ANN. 

Arising hindrances: 

• "Damnation of dimention" - too high number of weights, i.e. minimization parame
ters (proportional to number of neurons in power of layers number). 

• Arbitrariness in choosing of the hidden layer neurons. 

• Difficulties with selectiing of the training sample to be long enough to guarantee 

the correct classification. 

• Unlimited time of training procedure and a lark of its convergence guaranty. 

4 Proposed ANN design 

We propose to replace °E; W;fr i in (I) by 

I).ri - W;j)2. 

That means we introduce a new L~-type metric in the feature space, i.l'. WP now classify 
different classes by covering them with a set of hyperspheres instead of hyperplanes as 

before ( see Fig. 2b). 
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· Thus a metric neural net consists of four layers on neurons with three weight layers 
between them. The first input layer doest not perform any' calculations, its neurons just 
serve to split input signals between neurons of the second layer. The second layer deals 
with coarsing and averaging of the input signals to transfer them to a feature space. 
Neurons of the third layer function similarly to Kohonen's neurons (winner-takes-all [5]), 
i.e. the only one neuron outputs a signal in the case of sucessful identification, when its 
input signal exceeds a threshold while all others gives zero outputs. 

The goal of training is the determination of weight vectors of the second layer and of 
activation thresholds of the third layer. Neurons of the fourth layer and the third layer 
of weights make a decision what of faces is closest to the vector of the second weight 
layer, which is, in fact, an average of features of presented face modifications for the given 
person. 

4.1 Training algorithm of the metric ANN 

1. Set the initial number of neurons in the hidden layer as the number of expected 
classes. Equate the vector of weights of each neuron of the hidden layer with an 
accidentally choosen element of the class, to which this neuron is corresponded. 

2. Choose randomly an input element of a pair from the training sample and check if 
it belongs to one of areas attributed to the class defined by the output element of 
this pair. 

3. If yes, mark it and then go to step 2. 

4. If no, then try to extend the hypersphere radius in order to be able to include this 
neuron in the area attributed to the given class. 

5. Check if some elements of other classes belong to that extended hypersphere. 

6. If no, then go to step 2. 

7. If yes, than add one more neuron to the hidden layer. Equate the initial weight 
vector of this neuron with the running input vector. Set up the initial threshold of 
this new neuron of the hidden layer to a minimal value, which must guarantee that 
the only given input vector belongs to the new hypersphere, but no one of other 
elements can appeare inside of it. 

8. Repeat from step 2, unless the training sample will be exhaust. 

What that _gives: 

• Dynamic change of the number of hidden neurons during the training procedure. 

• High speed and finitness of the trainig process. 

• Potential to deal with very large number of neurons. 
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5 Applications and results 

The metric NN described in the previous section was implemented as a C++ program. 
We started, first, with a simpler task to recognize letters written by computer mouse on 
the monitor screen. The training sample was also simplified to one of computer fonts. 
Results (some of them are presented in Fig.3 and 4) were so promising that stimulated 
our work with the frontal face recognition project. . 

The program was extended by modules for co~verting an.image into 2D raster format 
with 80x100 pixels and then to 8000 input neurons. Besides the special means were 
developed to avoid the full training cycle with every adding a new face to the face bank 
and fulfil its local changes instead. 
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Figure 3: Two examples of successfully recognized characters. a)Set ofletters. b) Second 
set of various writtings _;f two similar characters B and 8. 

Two source of face images are used: the face base, of the Cambrige University [6] 
with 10 various 'frontal face pos~s of 40 persorni'and, to be close to reality, face images 
taken by a digitized video-came;a coupled with Pentium-III PC. An example of a training 
sample of three persons of various age and sex taken by video is shown in Fig.5. Then 
these images have been. considerably noised or ipecially distorted. Results of correctly 
recognized images are shown in _Fig.6. It was observed that the robustness of the proposed 
NN to noise and 'deliberated image distortions directly depends on the number of various 
modifications of the each face presented in the training sample: The Cambridge face bank 
was used then for the network training and testing. The recognition efficieny over 95% 
was achieved. To impove it and also computer memory requiremnts algorithms for the 
fast feature extracion are to be incorporated into the system. 

6 Conclusion: advantages of the proposed app~oach. 

The system was devel~ped for the real time frontal view human face.recognition on the 
low cost basis of Pentium II-like PC coupled with a digitized video-camera. The system 
implements a new type of the metric neural network. The tolerance ability to various 
image distortions was tested. 

• High speed and finitness of the trainig process. 

• Easyness to estimate the classification quality. It's indicated by the number of 
neurons in hidden layer. 
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Figure 4: Imitation of handwrite characters with noise. Metric NN recognizes all charac
ters correctly. 
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Figure ·5: Training sample of frontal images of human faces. 
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Figure 6: Noised or specially distorted faces from the previous set. All them are recognized 
correctly 

• Ability to remove non-significant weights after training. If the radius of some hyper
sphere is small, then corresponding neurons may be deleted from the hidden layer 
without a serious violating of the classification result. 

• Ability to estimate quantitatively an ambiguous situation when one input vector 
belongs to two different classes. For example, if an input vector activates, one neuron 
of the first class and two neurons of the second class, it means that probabilities of 
this vector to belong to those classes are correspondingly 1/3 and 2/3. 

• Ability to futher improvements of the training algorithm, for instance by applying 
two-levels pattern recognition scheme. 
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OcoCKOB r.A., CTa,!lHHK A.B. El 1-2000-269 
. IlpttMetteHHe tteii:pOHHbIX ceTeii: WUI CHCTeM pacii03HaBaHIDI o6pa30B 

Ilpe.nno)Kett HOBbiii: THn tteii:pottHbIX ceTeii:. Otttt .SIBIDIIOTC.SI ttatt6onee noMo
.Il.HIIJ.HMH WUI np.SIMOH o6pa60TKH oumppoBaHHblX H306paxeHHH H HY)K,ll:aIOTC.SI 
B HaMHOI'O MeHbIIIeM KOJIH'leCTBe BpeMeHH WUI o6yqeHIDI, 'leM O0bl'IHbIH MHOI'O
CJIOHHbIH nepcernpott c anropHTMOM o6parnoro pacnpocTpatteHIDI OIIIH0KH. IIpH
BO.Il.HTC.SI npHMepbI acpcpeKTHBHOfO npttMeHeHIDI ceTeii: K pacn03HaBaHHIO JIHl.{a qe
JIOBeKa H pyiconHCHbIX CHMBOJIOB. IlpoBepetta ycTOH'IHBOCTb K paJJIH'IHbIM HCKa
)KeHH.SIM mo6paxettHii:. 

Pa6oTa Bbmonttetta B Jia6oparnpttH ttttcpopMal.{HOHHbIX Texttonornii: OIUIM. 

IlpenpHHT Qm,e)IHHeHHOfO HHCTHTyra ll/lepHl,IX HCCJle)IOBaHHii. }ly6ua, 2000 
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